Functional implications of BAL in the presence of restrictive or obstructive lung disease.
Most of the complications associated to bronchoscopy are related to changes of the respiratory function during or after its performance. Prevention of complications should be achieved by understanding the effects of bronchoscopic procedures and their relation to the pulmonary function deterioration. Previous studies regarding the functional impairment caused by bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) were mostly limited by the presence of interferent factors such as sedative drugs. Furthermore, it is not clear whether or not patients with different ventilatory disturbances present the same functional response to bronchoscopy and BAL. The aim of this study was to determine the additional effects of BAL over the respiratory function deterioration related to bronchoscopy in patients with different respiratory function profiles (normal, restrictive and obstructive). Forty patients submitted to bronchoscopy without premedication were divided into four groups: group I-normal pulmonary function submitted to basic bronchoscopy; group II-bronchoscopy in combination with BAL, subdivided according to pulmonary function: group IIa (normal function), group IIb (restrictive ventilatory disturbances) and group IIc (obstructive ventilatory disturbances). Spirometry was made before and after the bronchoscopic procedure. Baseline hemoglobin saturation was compared to the lowest level during the procedure. Functional worsening caused by the procedure was observed with a decrease in forced vital capacity (FVC), forced expiratory volume in the first second (FEV(1)) and Hemoglobin saturation in all groups. Comparison between groups showed no significant difference regarding the changes in FVC (P=0.8324), FEV(1) (P=0.6952) and hemoglobin saturation (P=0.5044). We conclude that standardized BAL, like the one used in our study, does not result in an increased risk for ventilatory impairment compared to bronchoscopy itself, independently of the presence of previous respiratory disease.